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 m4a files from browser to Live. MISSING NAMES FROM EZCONFIG ON MOBILE Fixed not being able to change the
name of the default template in the Content Manager in the mobile version. FEED INFORMATION DISPLAYED TWICE

WHEN LINKING TO LIVE PHOTOS Fixed a bug that was causing the feed information to be displayed twice when someone
linked to a photo in the image gallery on Facebook. TREEVIEW FRAGMENTER The list of options for the Treeview tool is
now more compact and there is a new tool to help you with selecting your tree view. SPLIT AUDIO FILE BANDING Fixed a

bug in Audition that was causing a wrong channel to be selected in the strip window when editing an audio file with split
channels. STICKER ON TV USAGE Added a new Usage popup in the settings to help you with Stickers on TV.

INDENTATION IN AUTO-SOUND INSERT Fixed a bug in the mixer that caused an indentation to be inserted in the auto-
sound when using the T-shaped buttons on the keyboard. AUDIO SCALE Fixed a bug in the audio scale that would not work
correctly when multiplying the volume. BUGFIXES The following bugs have been fixed in this release: ESP / AUTO SCALE

FIX Fixed a bug in the ESP/Auto-scale that would cause an audio file to be scaled if the file was imported without selecting the
correct destination tracks. AUDIO TOOL Fixed a bug in the audio tool that would cause the file description to be added at the

end of the file description list. AUDIO TOOL TRANSFER Fixed a bug in the audio tool transfer tool that would create a single
file even if the source and destination tracks were linked in multiple files. AUDIO RENDER/FINALIZE Fixed a bug that

caused the finalize tool to show a warning message in the audio renderer when saving audio files. AUDIO REVIEW / AUDIO
PREVIEW Fixed a bug in the audio review tool that would show an error message when opening an audio file that was marked
as preview. Fixed a bug in the audio preview that would show an error message when opening an audio file that was marked as
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